CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
I have noticed with pleasure an accelerated progress of the
institution, which is due primarily to the quality of teaching
imparted by the faculty members, professional trainings and
interaction with corporate houses. The students are regularly
Mr. N. R. Datta,
Chairman, Camellia Group
interacting with industry people and being appreciated by
them. The industry readiness of our students made them successful in their professional life. Everywhere they are winning. I wish them all the best.

Nasscom Startup
weekend at
IIM,Joka

IBM Bluemix IDEA HACK

Again our students have shown their potential and caliber in Innovation; in the IBM
Bluemix IDEA HACK, which brought developers, entrepreneurs and technology
leaders together to explore and discuss new ideas. 30+ students from Camellia
Institute of Technology, Kolkata, participated in the event and own 3 prizes in two
categories. The 24 hours’ Hackathon started from 6.30 PM, 21-Aug-2015 and ended at same time the next day. The students worked overnight in teams to build
their applications without falling asleep for a moment. Aditya Das, Suman Chatterjee, Annesha Chakrabarty, Rajesh Kumar Tiwary and Gopal Kumar won the 1 st position and Farhin Banu, Swagato Das, Parijat Ghosh and Shayan Deep Ghorui won
the 3rd position in the event for best innovative mobile application idea. Sumit Kumar Shaw, Deep Kumar Shaw, Adriza Chakraborty and Avishek Sen won 3rd position in the event for best innovative mobile application development. Presence of
Mr. Jonathan P. Ward- Principal Commerce Officer of American Embasy/Consulate
Kolkata and Mr. Mangesh Patankar, Mr. Shubhrajyoti and Mr. Sudip Dutta from
IBM had made the event more special.

Our students Vijeet Shaw, Parijat Ghosh,
N. G. Vishak and Iqbal Ahmed Khan have
won Champion’s Trophy at NASSCOM
Startup Weekend, powered by Google
held at Indian Institute of Management,
Joka, from 24th to 26th July, 2015. They
worked on Social Entrepreneurship. They
also have got assurance of incubation
from NASSCOM and IIM, Joka. They also
have got offer for investment from the
big players of the industry.

NASSCOM meets students in

fsit program at cit

CIT is conducting Foundation Skill in Information Technology (FSIT) program for final
year students to prepare them for NAC-TECH
examination as well as for industry. College
faculties, renowned professors from BIT Meshra Kolkata campus, Retd. Col. Sengupta and PMP certified Mr. Joydeep Chakroborty have joined hands to make it a great success. On 13th August, 2015,
Mr. Nirupam Chowdhury, Regional Head
NASSCOM, Mr. Kamal Agarwal, Chairman
NASSCOM Product Conclave and Mr. Kushal
Bannerjee Academic Relationship Manager,
India (East) of TCS address students at CIT.
2nd international
conference on
engineering for
humanity, 2015

Bengal Chamber of Commerce & Industries has
organized an International Conference on Engineering for Humanity, 2015, from 21st and
22nd August, 2015. Speakers from various
ends of the country and abroad explained their
views. Our students were also invited in that
conference. They gathered plenty of information on “Smart City for Smart Living”.

Independence day celebration
The 69th Independence Day , has been
celebrated on 15th
August, 2015, at our
college campus by
Flag Hoisting by the
Director, Prof. Avijit
Das and the Principal,
Dr. S. Chatterjee. The
march past was led by
our student Sonal
Ghosh. Books and
chocolates were dis-

tributed to poor children of local villages. Next, the
students presented a small program to pay homage
to our immortal patriots. At the end, little refreshment was served to everybody present there.

RECAp: Teachers’ Day Celebration, last year
Teachers’ Day had been Celebrated,
paying homage to Dr. Sarvapally Radhakrishnan. Students also arranged
small program to show honor to their

teachers. The Presence of Swami Puramathanananda, Col. Prabir Sengupta and other dignitaries, took this program to a greater height. The new decorated Library building was
also inaugurated on that day. On that very day, the first edition of Institute News Letter,
URJA was officially published by Swami Puramathanananda & Col. Prabir Sengupta.

